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President Lyndon Baines Johnson (LBJ) 

Abstract:  The Alphee's Astrological Investigators are studying the stand-alone United States 
Presidential Inauguration charts in an effort to determine whether events occurring during a President’s 
term are expressed astrologically by calculation of transits, progressions, and/or solar arc.  While 
numerous events occur during a President’s term in office, it is beyond the scope of this study to 
examine them all.  It is the hope of this investigator that the following will inspire the reader to delve 
further into the study of Inauguration charts.    

Method:  First, an examination of the Presidential Inauguration chart to determine the state of the 
Presidency.  Second, examination of events to determine what correlates to the Inaugural chart. 

The Inauguration Background:  While Inaugurations have typically occurred in Washington, 
D.C. at the Capitol Building on the 20th day in the month of January, since the 1930’s, exceptions do 
occur, as is the case in this instance. To facilitate a quick transition, intra-term inaugurations are small 
oath taking ceremonies without the day-long celebration and fanfare.  The nation is usually advised 
afterward by Presidential address.  Such an address took place before the Joint Session of Congress 
on November 27, 1963, in Washington, D.C.  
  
The Inauguration:  The thirty-sixth President of the United States, Lyndon Baines Johnson (LBJ), 
was sworn into office aboard Air Force One on November 22, 1963 at 2:38 PM, in Dallas, Texas as a 
consequence of the assignation of President John Fitzgerald Kennedy (JFK).  It is interesting to see a 
reflection of this tragic event in the chart pertaining to the emergency swearing in of LBJ on that date.  
Scorpio is the natural ruler of the eighth house.  The 29th degree Scorpio Sun (Anaretic or Karmic 
Degree) which represents the President and his cabinet is located in the eighth house of inheritance.  
This is both a reflection of Kennedy’s assassination and the instillation of Lyndon Baines Johnson as 
President of the United States due to the unanticipated event in November of 1963.   
 President Johnson picks-up the gauntlet of his predecessor.  This locomotive chart is fueled by 
the energy of the lead planet Uranus which is located in the sixth house.  On that day, the security of 
the USA national defense was energized.  All Civil Service agencies were enlisted to secure the safety 
of LBJ during this crisis, so he could be sworn into the Office of Presidency aboard the Air Force One 
aircraft.  Then he and other government representatives would be brought back to the White House 
safely with former First Lady Jacqueline Kennedy and the casket bearing President John F. Kennedy.  
Mercury (communication) is conjunct Vesta (keeper and protector of the home and hearth) located in 
the eight house with the Sun (President).  It is interesting to note that the binary star, Toliman, is 
conjunct the Sun. (See chart symbol “T”: 29º ♏︎1’).  Federal District Judge Sarah T. Hughes, who was 
requested by Vice President Johnson, administered the oath of office to Johnson in a conference room 
on the aircraft.  This was a historical event and an honor for her, as she was the first woman to ever 
issue an oath of office to a president.  And, Vice President Johnson was elevated to the status of United 
States President.     
 JFK was shot and lost the capacity of his brain to function.  Pluto (mortality) squares Sagittarius 
Mercury in detriment  (the mind/brain). The sixth house of health holds Pluto a significator of life/death 
and the underworld conjunct Uranus indicating upsets due to change.  The solar eclipse (27º ♋︎ 24’) 
that occurred on July 20, 1963 conjuncts the fifth house cusp of social functions, public sorrow or 
happiness (27º ♋︎ 03’); according to H. S. Greene,  . . . “some great person may die.”  The solar 
eclipse is also quincunx the Galactic Center (GC 26º ♐︎ 20’) signifying a challenge, transformation and 



need for adjustment.  Feelings of uncertainty and optimism alternate (Venus 21º ♐︎ 34’ quincunx 
Uranus 9º ♍︎ 49’).  Both Pluto and Uranus are in intercepted Virgo; subordinate Vice President 
Johnson was suddenly thrust into the position of President for which he was well prepared and had 
envisioned for himself as a potential President candidate in 1960.  LBJ had served in many 
governmental capacities prior to his service as Vice President in the Kennedy administration.  (See LBJ 
pre-Presidential accomplishments, listed at the end of this article).   
 There is a substantial element of planetary fire and action in this chart.  In addition, both Pluto 
and Uranus are in opposition to intercepted Chiron that is located in the 12th house. Could this suggest 
a fated injury, that alludes to healing the conditions of those in exile, hidden or shunned by society with 
cutting edge ideas and programs?  JFK was in the process of trying to heal the Nation of racial, 
educational, and financial disparities. The opposition showing seesaw between change and healing.  It 
certainly points to the sudden events of the JFK assassination.  The twelfth house is noted for actions 
that are hidden or behind the scenes, secret groups, foes and entities.  It can also denote institutions 
such as the hospital, where JFK was taken in the hopes of saving his life.  The facts behind the reason 
for the assassination are shrouded from everyone.  Questions prevail, even to this day, as to who, what 
and why this happened.  There are many theories that still exist, with no substantial conclusion that 
clearly puts an end to the questioning.  Neptune in the eighth house square to both Saturn (authority, 
government) and the Moon (the common citizen).  The feelings of both authority, the representative 
government and, the common citizen are joined in solidarity on this day;  Saturn and Moon are conjunct 
in the eleventh house  - Congress and their concerns.   
 Looking at the chart of the LBJ swearing into office, one cannot help but notice that the upper 
hemisphere is dominant indicating an administration that would be assertive in social areas both at 
home and abroad.  The third quadrant, houses 7 - 9, holds most of the planets; it is a public area where 
society is featured and this administration acknowledges the hardship and great responsibility cast 
upon it.  LBJ called all people to work together to join as partners in helping the country and the world 
maintain stability after the tragic event. There is a willingness to listen to the ideas of others to bring 
about success and transformation to meet those goals.  A great deal of work was aspired to by the 
Administration when he was Vice President, a unique intellectual spark fueled by the fire of Vesta 
(Mercury 9º♐ 53’ conjunct Vesta 8º ♐ 37’) LBJ is adamant, driven and compelled to fulfill the work 
that was begun under JFK, to get real results, now!  Thus honoring the late President.  (Sun conjunct 
Vesta).   The nodal position is Cancer North Node/4th house - Capricorn South Node/10th house.  The 
challenge will be to bring the country together as a family.  Work, responsibility and duty to the people 
are an asset here.    
 The first house representative of the common person, the public consciousness, the nation as a 
whole, has the planet Jupiter retrograde in the astrological sign of Aries (9º♈︎48’RX) residing in it.  
Jupiter equals big and expansive.  Jupiter denotes government activities, education, institutions of 
higher learning and its personnel, legislators, legislative branches, legal affairs, incomes, 
improvements, enhancements, judicial system, judges and their matters.  The first house and the chart 
ruler is Mars which is conjunct Venus, both are in the sign of Sagittarius both are out-of-bounds, which 
would express the energy of these two planets’, assertiveness of Mars and passion of Venus lending to 
a passive aggressive force with a twist.  In addition, Mars and Jupiter are in mutual reception.  
 The third house is representative of media, communications, all forms of travel and 
transportation and is inclusive of their structures.  It also represents neighboring countries.  The 
sensitive point, the Part-of-Fortune in Gemini is located here.  Mercury is ruler of Gemini.  Mercury 
(communication) conjuncts Vesta (keeper of the home and hearth) in the eight house where the Sun 
(President) is located.  



 The fourth house represents Patriotism, the country’s homeland and public buildings, real 
estate, the living conditions of the population whether their home or physical conditions.  The nodal axis 
is Cancer North Node/4th house - Capricorn South Node/10th house.  The challenge will be to bring the 
country together as a family.  Work, responsibility and duty to the people are indicated here.  
 The chart suggests possibilities for transcending into the space age (Pluto sextile Neptune), 
space exploration, space ships (Pluto conjunct Uranus); partnerships across the Atlantic and Pacific 
(Jupiter sextile Moon, Jupiter trine Mercury in the 9th house, peace and peace preservers (Jupiter 
sextile moon, Jupiter trine Mercury, Venus conjunct Mars), elderly care, nursing homes, fight against 
poverty (Moon conjunct Saturn), action on equal rights for all (Venus conjunct Mars).   

Events during President Lyndon Johnson’s first term in office.  

The Twenty-Fourth Amendment to the Constitution 
  
Background:  In 1962, the U.S. Congress proposed the Twenty-Fourth Amendment to the 
Constitution to end the practice of States instituting a poll tax or any other tax to be paid by all citizens 
for the right to vote in an election for President, Vice President, Senate or Congress.  The tax was a 
barrier for people of color and society’s poorer citizens to casting their vote in elections. The 
Amendment also gave Congress enforcement power through legislation.  In January 1964, South 
Dakota became the thirty-eighth state to ratify the amendment thus completing the process.  President 
Johnson who sought to see the passage of this Amendment addressed the American people from the 
Cabinet Room of the White House of this accomplishment on February 4, 1964 at 9:30 a.m. 

Transit Aspects: 

Presidential energy engaged for the people:    
 Transiting Sun (14º♒︎46’) conj. Transiting Mars (17º♒︎33’)   
 Transiting Sun (14º♒︎46’) conj. Natal Moon (12º♒︎22’) 
Government action for the common people and those of color 
 Transiting Mars (17º♒︎33’) conj. Natal Saturn (17º♒︎19’)

Transiting Saturn (24º♒︎ 18’) conj. Natal 12th House cusp (25º♒︎55’) 
Healing a wound - Transformation ending to new life. 
 Transiting Asc. (12º♓︎8’) conj. Transiting Chiron (12º♓︎40’) opposing  
 Transiting Dec (12º♍︎8’) conj. Transiting Pluto (13º♍︎38’RX) conj. Natal Pluto (14º♍︎4’) 
Action Trigger -Transiting MC (20º♐︎5’) conj. Natal Mars (20º♐︎ 35’) & Natal Venus (21º♐︎34’) 
           Transit eclipse and Natal eclipse conj. (23º♑︎ 43’). 



Inner Wheel:   LBJ sworn into office 11-22-1963 
Outer Wheel:  LBJ speech after certification of the 24th Amendment 2-4-1964 

  

(1) Inner wheel House Cusp                                (2) Outer wheel House Cusp      

                                                    



The Great Society 

Background:  Lyndon Johnson's "Great Society" speech was given on May 22, 1964, at 10:56 a.m., 
Ann Arbor, Michigan at the commencement ceremony before the University of Michigan.  The speech 
was designed to carry a concept and catchy phrase that would introduce and be carried forward to 
LBJ’s campaign for election.  The speech introduced and outlined President Johnson’s aspirations and 
agenda to bring prosperity to all citizens of the United States.  The speech was meant too inspire and 
challenge the graduating class to take the past accomplishments of the nation and bring the fruits of 
prior generations' efforts to a new and higher level that would be beneficial to the community as a 
whole. There would be a great deal of work involved in doing this.  The speech emphasized that the 
corner-stone of a Great Society is the value of equality and liberty for all, and puts an end to poverty.  
Three areas were outlined to begin building the Great Society.  1) The Cities:  renew, revamp and build 
the infra-structure, culture, landmarks and housing in the cities so they are an asset to those who want 
to live, work and visit there.  2) The Country Side:  Keep America Beautiful.  Preserve the water, air and 
land from pollution.  3).Education:  Every child should have the means to obtain an education from 
grade school through graduate school regardless of their gender or financial status.  Revamp the 
educational system and buildings, so it grows with the needs of the population.  More and better trained 
and paid teachers. 

Transit Aspects: 


Action for the nation’s people is activated by the transiting MidHeaven (7º♉︎56’) in the first house.  It is 
conjunct transiting Jupiter (9º♉︎35’).  Jupiter a planet of expansion trines natal Uranus (9º♍︎49’) 
noted for technology and both civil unions and labor organizations.  Uranus is located in the 6th 
house which also emphasis labor and employment.  Transiting Jupiter also is sextile the wound 
of natal Chiron  (10º♓︎14’) located in the 12th house. 


The transiting north node and south node axis are conjunct the natal IC and MC activating the 
homeland and a government connection. 

The presentation of the “Great Society” philosophy and transformation is seen in the chart. Transiting 
Neptune (16º♏︎3’) sextile transiting natal Pluto (14º♍︎4’). 


Transiting Venus (6º♋︎1’) is located near the IC, and is in opposition to the transiting Vertex (6º♑︎ 44’) 
and the transiting Part-of-Fortune (6º♑︎30’) which are located near the MC.  All three:  Venus, 
the Vertex and the Part-of-Fortune are square to the natal Ascendent and Descendent and may 
express passive aggressive notes that may come into play to accomplish goals. 

Transiting Sun (1º♊︎ 34’) opposes the natal Sun (29º♏︎ 49’) indicating that the President may have a 
difficult time achieving his goals as others may not understand the scope of his aspiration. 

Transiting Descendent (17º♒︎45’) conjunct Natal Saturn (17º♒︎19’) in the eleventh house 
  activates projects and legislation on all levels of government and community groups.  Saturn 

may indicate involvement in areas concerning elderly persons, non-communicative persons, 
areas of prejudice, Negro, businesses, government buildings and structures.  

Transiting Mars (11º♉︎13’) is conjunct the second house cusp (13 º♉︎17’) activating consumer 
spending and investment in the national wealth.




Inner Wheel:   LBJ sworn into office 11-22-1963 
Outer Wheel:  Great Society Speech 5-22-1964 
 



The Civil Rights Act of 1964 

Background:  A ceremony and presidential remarks were broadcast on radio and television on    
July 2, 1964, at 6:45 p.m. when President Johnson spoke to the American people, Congress and Civil 
Rights Leaders from the East Room of the White House concerning the signing of the Civil Rights Act.  
This monumental legislation affirms the principles of the American Constitution that each individual has 
the right to pursue, life, liberty, freedom and equal opportunities.  It forbids discrimination based upon 
race, color, religion or national origin.  The President called upon all Americans to work together and put 
aside racial differences.  The Act made provision for an advisory committee and funds to enforce the 
legislation. 

Transit Aspects:   

One can easily see the impact the signing of the Civil Rights Act had on the inaugural chart.   
The angles of the inaugural chart are activated multiple times; a transformation has begun.  The  
  transiting IC (5º♈︎ 41’) and the transiting MC (5º♎4︎1’) are conjunct the natal Ascendant  
  (5º♈︎46’) and the natal Descendent (5º♎4︎6’).   
  The natal IC (3º♋︎30’) and natal Mid-heaven (3º♑︎30’) are conjunct the transiting North Node  
  (2º♋︎1’) and transiting South Node (2º♑︎1’).  
The energy of transiting Mars (10º♊︎56’) is conjunct the third house cusp (10º♊︎27’), communication,  
  and trines the natal moon (12º♒︎22’) the country’s people in the eleventh house - legislation  
  and counsels.  
The transiting Moon (12º♈︎12’) located in the first house is sextile the natal Moon (12º♒︎22’) bringing  
  to the forefront needs of the people. 
The transiting new moon and solar eclipse (19º♊︎19’) that occurred on June 10, 1964, conjuncts the  
  natal Part-of-Fortune (18º♊︎18’) in the third house, and infers a new beginning, and success.  
The transiting new Moon and solar eclipse (19º♊︎19’) opposes natal Venus (21º♐︎34’) and natal Mars 
  (20º♐︎35’) activating the energy of Venus and Mars. 
The transiting Descendant (16º♊︎35’) conjuncts the natal Part-of-Fortune (18º♊︎18’). 
Transiting Saturn (4º♓︎47’RX) trines natal IC (3º♋︎30’) and is sextile natal MC (3º♑︎30’).  Per   
  traditional astrology interpretations Saturn represents people of color. 
Transiting Uranus (7º♍︎0’) square natal Vesta (8º♐︎37’).  A time of healing and sudden change.   
Transiting Ascendant (16º♐︎35’) is sextile natal Saturn (17º♒︎19’).  This is a good time to make  
  commitments, find solutions and establish a new direction for change in the future. 
Transiting Venus (21º♊︎49’RX) opposes natal Venus (21º♐︎34’) and natal Mars (20º♐︎35’) brings fluid 
  communication, energy and empathy to the forefront. 
Transiting Sun (11º♋︎2’) the President, in the 4th house conjunct the natal nodal access - North  Node  
  (11º♋︎56’) opposition South Node (11º♑︎56’) in the tenth house, publicly addresses and brings  
  resolve to issues in the homeland.  



Inner Wheel:   LBJ sworn into office 11-22-1963 
Outer Wheel:  Signing of Civil Rights Act 7-2-1964 
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The Gulf of Tonkin 

Background:  The United States was involved in a conflict with North Vietnam to contain the spread 
of communism into Asia.  According to the declassified timeline in U.S. Naval documents, intercepted 
North Vietnamese communications were received indicating that the USS Maddox was being tracked 
while on a reconnaissance mission and an attack on that ship was eminent.  The USS Maddox was 
part of the Desoto patrol along the Democratic Republic of Vietnam (DRV) coastline to monitor, locate 
and identify radar transmitters that may be connected to the DRV/Viet Cong supply routes used during 
the North Vietnam conflict.  Although information in the report is somewhat obscured by a stamp on the 
released document, it appears that orders were given to the North Vietnamese to attack occurred at 
12:44H, and led to three PAVN patrol boats exchanging fire with the USS Maddox.  The USS Maddox 
sustained minimal damage and the PAVN patrol boats fled the area.  This incident brought an 
escalation to a conflict that was very controversial politically.  I am using the initial time of 12:44H as the 
onset of the event and relative information indicated that the location of the President was the White 
House.    

Transit Aspects: 

Transiting Jupiter (23º♉︎14’) oversea travel in the 2nd house of money and assets, oppositions natal 
New Moon (23º♏︎11’) in the 8th house of foreign affairs, indicates the start of the conflict 
escalation and emphasizes expenditure of money and assets. 

Transiting 8th house, (foreign affairs) cusp (26º♉︎34’) makes a wide opposition to natal Sun   
 (president) (29º♏︎49’), and the natal new moon (23º♏︎11’). 
Transiting Mars (1º♋︎58’) (soldiers) conjunct the South Node (1º♋︎28’) and the IC (3º♋︎30’) the  
 Vietnam conflict coming to home. The IC is a water sign, Cancer that shows the water aspect of  
 the incident.   
Natal Descendant (5º♎4︎6’) in the sign of Libra - open enemies. 
Transiting nodal access across the Natal IC and MC.  South Node (1º♋︎28’) / IC (3º♋︎30’) and MC  
 (1º♑︎28’).  The Vietnam conflict is brought to prominence for all to see. 
Transiting Mid Heaven (2º♌5︎9’) falls in the 5th house of the natal chart (children, speculation, public  
 happiness and/or sorrow)  
Transiting cluster of planets in the 6th house that are intercepted/hidden - Mercury (7º♍︎31’)   
 communication, Uranus (8º♍︎32’) upset, revolution, change, Pluto (12º♍︎48’) life, death,  
 transformation, tyranny in opposition to intercepted Natal Chiron (10º♓︎14’) healing a wound.   
 Since Uranus and Pluto are slow moving this will effect a substantial period of time. 
Transiting Sun (10º♌2︎3’) in the 5th house (children, public happiness and/or sorrow) opposes the  
 natal Moon (12º♒︎22’).  The common citizen / the public at odds with the President  
Transiting Part of Fortune (18º♌4︎3’) opposes natal Saturn (17º♒︎19’).  Could this have been a  
 sign that the Maddox was protected from harm during the attack?  Saturn a significator of the  
 national death rate and public sorrow falls in the 11th house, Government legislation. 
Transiting Moon (0º♊︎45’) (the public) in the 2nd house representing the nation’s wealth opposes Natal 
 Sun (29º♏︎49’) (the President) and Toliman (29º♏︎1’) (slow successful progress; many   
 enemies) in the 8th house (financial relationship and foreign countries).  



Transiting NEW moon/eclipse (17º♋︎16’) in the fourth house of home is quincunx Natal Saturn   
 (17º♒︎19’) located in the 11th house, the Nation’s allies and legislative government.  The  
 beginning of a balancing act between humanitarian interests and homeland responsibility. 

Inner Wheel:   LBJ sworn into office 11-22-1963 
Outer Wheel:  Orders given 12:44 H by North Vietnamese to attack Maddox vessel 



Backward Transit Aspects

Transiting Sun (22º♓︎43’) conjunct transiting Jupiter (24º♓︎54’) in the 12th house of terrorist activities  
 and aggression square natal Venus (21º♐︎34’) and natal Mars (20º♐︎35’) in the 9th house  
 of long distance travel, foreign land and high seas. 

Transiting New Moon (4º♓︎45’) in the 12th house in wide opposition to natal Uranus (9º♍︎49’) 
 upsets and change. 

Transiting Sun (22º♓︎43’) and transiting Jupiter (24º♓︎54’) trine the natal New Moon (23º♏︎11’) in the 
  8th house expenditure and financial dealing with foreign countries during time of war. 

Transiting Chiron (11º♓︎16’) (healing a wound) opposes natal Uranus (9º♍︎49’)  (Revolution and  
 change.   

Transiting Pluto (10º♍︎34’RX) opposes natal Chiron (10º♓︎14’) Life and death situations,   
 transformation. 

Transiting Ascendant (9º♎3︎5’) located at the natal Descendant. Foreign affairs and international 
 disputes.  

Transiting Venus (11º♒︎6’) conjunct natal Moon (12º♒︎22’) in the 11th house. Friends and  
 national allies.  

Transiting Eclipse (4º♒︎52’) opposes Transiting Mars (5º♌2︎3’RX) that Trines the Natal   
 Ascendant  (5º♈︎45’) initiation of conflict. 



Inner Wheel:   LBJ sworn into office 11-22-1963 
Outer Wheel:  Backward transit - Orders given 12:44 H by North Vietnamese to attack                   
   Maddox vessel 

LBJ 36 Pres Swearing In
11.22.1963  02:38:00 PM  TZ=6 W
 32.4660 N   96.4800 W
PLACIDUS  J=2438356.4   LST=18.1515

LBJ 36 Pres Swearing In B. Trans. 
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Conclusion:  

The inaugural chart in this study does show the atmosphere at the time the President was sworn into 
office and the potential areas that maybe the focus of the President’s term in office.  The events 
examined in this article do connect to the inaugural chart.  However, the events are seen in retrospect 
making it is much easier to see how a transit unfolds, what elements were in play and how it correlates 
to the inaugural chart.  Predicting the date, time, and topic of an event, and when it is anticipated to 
occur is a much different situation.  More information from many sources would be need to be 
examined to make an informed prediction.  Whether positive or negative, the outcome and how those 
energies are utilized is based on numerous factors, many of which are unknown until charts from other 
sources are examined and supporting background information is obtained and reviewed.     

*    *     * 

Pre-Presidential Accomplishments of Lyndon B. Johnson 

LBJ had earned a Bachelor of Science in Education 
Taught public speaking and debate techniques;  
1931, he began as a legislative assistant to Congressman Richard Kleberg;  
1935-1937  he was appointed by President Roosevelt as the Texas Director of the National Youth 
Administration; 
1937, he won the Texas seat in Congress representing the 10th Congressional  District; 1940 was 
appointed Lieutenant Commander in the U.S. Naval Reserve 
1941, he reported for active duty as the first member of Congress to volunteer -  
1942 he received the Silver Star from General MacArthur for a combat mission in New Guinea, after 
which, President Roosevelt ordered all members of Congress return from active duty.   
In the years, 1948 and 1954, LBJ was elected Senator for the State of Texas.   
In 1951, he was elected Democratic whip,  
1953 elected minority leader  
1955 was the youngest elected majority leader in its history.  
He was well versed in many avenues of politics.   
He had made friendships, alliances and was mentored by senior politicians.  
He knew the political preferences of other politicians and had the ability to utilize that knowledge to gain 
passage of legislation.   
He knew how to engage the media.  
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